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1 Overview
The frame configuration in 16j networks can be done either in a static manner using MAC messages, or in a
dynamic manner using R-FCH. In fact, both methods should imply the same frame structure; however, due to
propagation delay for frame structure information along the paths, MAC message based frame configuration
may cause inefficient scheduling and inefficient use of resources due to propagation delay to forward the MAC
messages from the MR-BS station to the destination station.
The R-zone Location field1 in R-FCH enables subordinate RSs to locate the next transmission of R-FCH,
thereby allowing subordinate RSs to determine the resource allocation on a per frame basis.
In case of any modifications in frame configuration, there are two mechanisms to determine the frame
configuration: (i) by the RCD message and (ii) by R-FCH/R-MAP message. On the one hand, one could follow
R-FCH per frame to locate the next R-FCH/RMAP transmission from the serving station. On the other hand, it
is possible to operate based on RCD to determine frame configuration. Therefore, it is necessary to specify
which method shall be followed at the RSs.
2 Problems with R-FCH and Remedies
In current P802.16j/D4 document, R-Zone location indicates the offset (relative to the frame start preamble) for
the first OFDM symbol of R-FCH/R-MAP allocation. Whenever the frame configuration is updated, the
subordinate RSs has to be provided sufficient time to update their scheduling at which the new configuration is
effective.
Consider a path where the MS is 2 hops away from the MR-BS, e.g., there is one RS in along the path. During
the operational mode, if there is no update in frame configuration, the RS can schedule its access DL and UL
without any problem. Now, assume that R-FCH/R-MAP occurs at very frame, and that the R-zone location
needs to be updated at some frame-k. At this frame, the RS receives the R-FCH/R-MAP at its current location
and expects to receive the one at frame-(k+1) in its new offset indicated by the R-Zone Location. However,
such an update my conflict with RS’s current UL scheduling since the UL MAP it already transmitted at framek provides allocation information at frame-(k+1). The RS has no time to update its UL allocation.
1

This field provides an offset in number of OFDM symbols relative to the preamble of the next frame which contains an R-FCH
(according to 16j/D4).
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Figure 1 R-zone conflict in dynamic update along a 2-hop path

In case of more than two hops, as depicted in Figure 2, any update at MR-BS may result in conflict at both relay
zones and access zones resource allocation since the intermediate RSs will not have sufficient allowance to
update their scheduling according to new frame structures.
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Figure 2 R-zone conflict in dynamic update along a 3-hop path

One solution seems to update the R-zone indication field definition so that that field gives the location of the
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second or a later R-FCH transmission after the current one. In this case, we may still have problem as shown in
Figure 3. Even if RS may have enough time to update its scheduling for the second frame, the R-zone location
will indicate the R-FCH for the second frame, but not the next frame, which in fact should be informed to the
subordinate RS. That is, the number of frames that need to be skipped for the R-zone location field to take affect
needs to be varied according to the hop count of the RS.
We can resolve the above issues using the following approach:
1. The MR-BS can keep track of maximum hop count in its site. Denote by N the maximum hop number
among all MSs in the site. The maximum hop number determines the maximum propagation delay of RFCH from MR-BS to the furthest access RS. In addition, the UL allocations in the R-MAP from an RS
at hop-h is relative to
Th = Relay UL allocation start time
for operational RS provided in its RCD message. Therefore, MR-BS needs to provide a grace period of
at least
L = max {N, T1…, TN-1},
frames for any new frame configuration to take affect so that any RS along a path can successfully
implement any of its resource allocation based on the previous configuration and update its resource
allocation for the new frame configuration for the upcoming frames. Thus, if R-Zone Location of RFCH from the MR-BS is changed, the new offset shall be affective at the frame where (L+1)th
transmission of R-FCH takes place.
2. If an RS at hop-h receives an R-Zone Location information that is not the same as the one it receives
from the previous R-FCH, it should apply the new configuration after L-h+1 R-FCH transmissions and
until then, it shall continue to process allocation information and its resource allocations according to the
previous frame configuration. This is because an RS can transmit its updated R-FCH only after it
receives the updated R-FCH from its superordinate station. Therefore, each hop adds one R-FCH
transmission delay for the new R-FCH to arrive the next hop RS.
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Figure 3 R-FCH with R-zone location field indicating the tx relay zone in the second frame instead of the first frame. A 3hop path

3. Note that Zone Configuration IE provided in Frame Configuration TLV of RCD message to provide the
zone configuration parameters (e.g., permutation type and parameter, AMC mode, STC zone mode, etc.). If
one wishes to follow R-FCH for R-link synchronization and track frame zone configuration dynamically, it
will be necessary to have STC/DL zone switch IE() to indicate the zone information to the RS. When Rzone location changes, it is likely that the zone parameters will change as well, and to indicate this change,
one needs to use STC zone switch IE in the R-MAP. This is necessary because it may be too late if the zone
parameters are received via a MAC message.
4. The DL MAP IEs in R-MAP refer to allocations within the current frame, while UL MAP IEs in R-MAP
at frame i refer allocations to frame i+Relay UL allocation start time, where Relay UL allocation start time
≥ 0. Therefore, in case of an update in R-Zone Location, e.g., a frame configuration change, it is mandatory
to for RS to be aware of the new relay zone sizes in a dynamic manner so that its resource allocations do not
conflict. For this purpose, an MR-BS or RS may need to insert an R-link specific IE to provide the updated
relay zone information in advance before the frame that the configuration update indicated by the R-FCH/RMAP arrives. Although we may not need this for R-UL MAP allocations when Relay UL allocation start
time > 0, in general, we always need it for R-DL MAP allocations since DL MAP IEs in R-MAP always
refer to the frame in which the R-MAP is received. The subordinate RS cannot be aware of Zone switch IEs
if the RS solely relies on the STC/DL zone switch IEs transmitted in the R-MAP.
3 Required Text Changes
[Insert the following text to Line 31 of Page 50 in Subclause 6.3.2.3.69]
The RS Config CMD message may include the following TLV to indicate the mechanism to determine the
frame configuration of the superordinate station.
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Frame_Config_Flag (See 11.25.7)

6.3.9.18.1 Parameter configuration
[Insert the following paragraph after Line 59 of Page 106 in Subclause 6.3.9.18.1]
Frame configuration during operational mode may be done either in a static manner using RCD and RS Config
CMD MAC messages (See 6.3.2.3.65 and 6.3.2.3.69), or in a dynamic manner using R-FCH (See 8.4.4.7.4) and
Zone Info IE() (See 8.4.5.10.1.11). The Frame Config Flag TLV may be transmitted in RS Config CMD
message to indicate which mechanism to be followed for determining the superordinate station’s frame structure
in the upcoming frame(s). If R-FCH/R-MAP is employed for locating the R-FCH/R-MAP, an RS at hop-h shall
use the new configuration parameters starting from the frame at which the (Config_Update_Time – h + 2)th RFCH transmission take place after the frame at which the R-FCH/R-MAP with the new relay zone parameters
are received.
[Change Subclause 8.4.4.7.4 as indicated]
8.4.4.7.4 R-Zone prefix
The R-Zone_Prefix is a data structure transmitted on R-FCH of a DL relay zone. The R-Zone_Prefix includes
information regarding the location of the first transmit relay zone in the next frame that contains a transmit relay
zone and the information required for decoding R-MAP. In the case that RS config CMD message contains the
Frame_Config_Flag set to 1, the frame configuration TLVs in the RCD message shall be followed to locate the
relay zones. Otherwise, the R-FCH/R-MAP shall be used to determine the frame configuration parameters.
Table 377a defines the format of the R-Zone_Prefix for FFT sizes other than 128 and Table 377b defined the
format for a FFT size of 128.
[Change 3rd row of Table 377on Page 197 as indicated]
R-Zone_Location
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The field indicates the location of the first
transmit relay zone in the next frame that contains
a relay zone. If this value changes, the RS at hop-h shall apply
the frame configuration changes at the frame in which the
(Config_Update_Time-h+2)th R-FCH transmission take place
after receving the R-FCH with the new R-zone location value,
where Config_Update_Time is obtained from RCD message.

[Insert new Subclause in 8.4.5.10.1 on Page 228, Line 5, as indicated]
8.4.5.10.1.11 Zone Info IE format
If the relay zone configuration is changed, the MR-BS or RS may insert Zone Info IE to indicate its new relay
zone information. If Zone Info IE is received, it shall be effective at the frame in which the
(Config_Update_Time-h+2)th R-FCH transmission takes place after receiving the R-MAP with the Zone Info
IE, where Config_Update_Time is obtained from RCD.
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Table XXX Zone Info IE format

Syntax
Zone Info IE() {
Type
Length
Transmit R-zone length
Offset for Receive R-zone
Receive R-zone length
}

Size
5 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits

Notes
Zone Info IE = 0x0C
Variable

[Insert the following row at the end of the table on Page 265 in Subclause 11.24.1 as indicated]
Config_Update_Time 8 1 It is used by RS to determine the effective start time of
RCD
R-FCH or Zone Info IE if the R-Zone Location or relay
zone configuration is different from the one received at
the previous R-FCH/R-MAP transmission. An RS at
hop-h shall apply the frame configuration changes at the
frame on which (Config_Update_Time-h+2)th R-FCH
transmission takes place.
[Insert the following text to Subclause 11.24]
11.24.9 Frame Config_Flag
If this field is set to 1, it indicates that the RS shall use the RCD message to obtain frame configuration. If it is
set to 0, R-FCH/R-MAP messages shall be used for determining the frame structure.
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